Klinger Lake Association
www.klingerlakeassociation.org

Newsletter for Summer, 2021

Important Dates
Annual Meeting – 10am –

From the President

Saturday, June26 – KLCC
Annual Boat Parade – 1pmSaturday, July 3rd – starts
at Klinger Lake Marina
Fireworks – Starting at dusk
Saturday, July 3 rd

After a very unusual summer in

just stressed out from being

2020, I’m hoping for a return to

isolated. But whatever the

‘normal’ in 2021. By my

reason, the volume of issues

observation, boat traffic was at

which reached the township

or slightly above average levels.

offices was much higher than

Since some laws and ordinances

However, because of COVID-19,

average.

can be confusing, we’ve put
together a ‘Who Manages What’

many gatherings were cancelled

Boat Wash & AIS (Aquatic

Photo by Karin Zona

or limited to just family

The Klinger Lake Association is

sheet for your reference at the

Invasive Species) Blitz –

members. Hopefully, we are

not a governmental unit. We

end of this newsletter.

July 31 – DNR Public Launch

‘turning the corner’ on the virus

have no role in enforcement of

also an article about ‘Building a

and we’ll be able to enjoy more

laws or ordinances. Our mission

Caring Community’ on page 6.

time together on the lake.

is to preserve the traditions of

There’s

the lake community, to protect

Let’s all enjoy this wonderful

Last summer, there were far

the environment, to support

lake while respecting our

more ordinance violation

activities that enhance the lake

neighbors.

complaints to White Pigeon

experience and to encourage

Township than in any previous

the sharing of ideas and

year. This may have been due

information.

Here’s to a great 2021!

to the pandemic: people were
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Two items to highlight:

with LifeCare for 2021 is limited
to 12 months while the township

made to have KLA

The Township Planning

representation at local

works with neighboring entities

Commission will hold a public

government meetings. Kirby

to explore improving response

hearing on July 5th to discuss

Baker, KLA Treasurer, has been

times for priority one calls,

potential changes in zoning

regularly attending meetings at

service level metrics and

regulations which would impact

White Pigeon Township and

potential alternatives to

undeveloped lakefront property

provides regular updates on

providing emergency medical

and regulate outdoor wood

local government activity to the

response.

burning furnaces.

KLA board. (You can read

Don Gloy, Township Supervisor,

minutes of all township board

The Township contracts with

is a member of the ‘Ambulance

and committee meetings at

LifeCare for ambulance services.

Committee’ and can provide

whitepigeontownship.org)

In 2020, LifeCare did not meet

additional information on

certain performance metrices.

request. You can reach him at

Therefore, the contract renewal

the Township offices at 269483-7043.
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Water Quality
Due to budget

Anyone interested in

In addition, the KLA

constraints in Michigan in

learning more about the

continues to perform

2020, there was no

water quality testing

‘upstream water testing’

Cooperative Lakes

program we use can read

designed to give us early

Monitory Program last

all about it at

warning of any changes

summer. This year, we

www.micorps.net

in the water entering the

have resumed weekly
monitoring of water
clarity, a monthly check
of Chlorophyll, and a
twice-a-season
measurement of total

A Secchi disk is used

The website includes
historical data about

lake from Thompson and
Tamarack.

Klinger Lake as well as

There is nothing more

other participating lakes

important to the KLA

around the state.

than doing all we can to
manage lake water

Phosphorus.

quality.

weekly to measure
clarity of the lake water

Treatment of Invasive Species
The KLA focuses our weed
treatment program solely on
‘invasives’ (non-native
plants) which, if unchecked,
can spread quickly and limit
the growth of beneficial,
naturally occurring
vegetation. For several
years, we have used Aquatic
Weed Control of Syracuse,
Indiana as our supplier for
treatment services.

KLA and MLSA
A good portion of the

MLSA sponsors meetings

for waterfront property

information that the KLA has

throughout the year

owners, featuring articles

accumulated over the years

designed to educate lake

covering subjects such as

has been the result of our

associations and waterfront

shore landscaping, how to

involvement with the

landowners on how to best

most efficiently pass your

Michigan Lakes and Streams

manage the environment.

property to the next

Association (MLSA).

The water testing programs

generation, and much more.

which help us observe long
MLSA is a non-profit,

term changes in Klinger

Also, MLSA’s website offers

statewide organization

Lake are managed by MLSA.

many programs and

dedicated to the

MLSA publishes a magazine,

publications. You can find it

preservation, protection and

‘The Michigan Riparian’,

at mymlsa.org

wise management of inland

which is a valuable resource

lakes and streams.

Klinger Lake Country Club
A very important neighbor at the
lake is KLCC. The following article was
submitted by Megan Yoder.

In 2020, the club celebrated its
100th birthday and in 2021 we are
celebrating 100 years of golf. Both
events are huge milestones for the
Club! As we head into the 2021
season, we are grateful to have
had the support of our members
through all of the uncertainties
last year. The loyalty of our
members and patrons is why we
have been here for over 100 years
and we thank you all!
In 2020 we welcomed many new
members to our Club and we have
already received many new
applications for this season. It
has been great seeing so many
new faces and families enjoying a
round of golf, a swim in our pool,
or a dinner in the Clubhouse.
Did you know Club memberships
start at only $520? Every
membership includes golf* (Social
membership includes MondayWednesday golf privileges), pool

and social privileges. We aim to
offer various memberships to fit
the need of those wanting to be
part of KLCC. Please visit our
website at www.klingerlakecc.com
if you are interested in more
information or in joining KLCC this
season.
In 2020 we had to postpone many
of our events, but we are hoping
that this year we will once again
be hosting social activities. Some
of these include: trivia, wine
Wednesdays, tasting dinners,
brunches, ladies shopping event,
dueling pianos, Oktoberfest party,
dinner entertainment, and much
more. For our 67th Invitational we
plan to bring back the casino
night, which was a huge hit two
years ago. You won’t want to
miss out! Our social events are
open to all membership levels.
Please watch our social media on
Facebook and Instagram for
updates and more events for our
2021 season.
In our Clubhouse this year we will
continue to change our menu

frequently throughout the season,
keeping things fresh and new. We
also offer our menus TO GO, which
is another convenient option for
members. With dining in the area
being limited, our Clubhouse has
been a great asset to the lake
community and surrounding areas.
Anyone who has eaten at the Club
can tell you the view is one of a
kind, who doesn’t want to overlook
the beauty of Klinger Lake or a
sunset while enjoying a delicious
meal? We hope to see you out at
the Club soaking in the view and
enjoying a good meal this season.
Lastly, please don’t forget about
KLCC when you are getting ready to
host your next event. We have a
beautiful facility and non-members
can book events for a nominal fee.
We hope that you will consider
joining us for the 2021 season; we
strive each year to improve the
experience for all members at KLCC.
If you are interested in finding out
more about any of the above
events, memberships, or to book an
event please contact Megan at
myoder.klcc@gmail.com.

Klinger Lake Country Club History Book
As noted in a few places,

changes that have taken

Books are available for $65

Klinger Lake Country Club

place through the years.

at the KLCC Pro Shop, and

has been in operation for a

For people who play KLCC

at Lowry’s Books in Sturgis

little over 100 years!

today, it is fascinating to

and Three Rivers.

read about changes in the
Starting about 10 years ago,

course layout.

Don Fox (Klinger Lake
resident) began to compile

In earlier years, rather than

the history of the club in

a power golf cart, golfers

words and photographs.

used caddies. Many former

The result is a fabulous

caddies contributed stories

book which is a great

to the book.

addition to any Klinger Lake
cottage.

The book also features
‘Drone’s Eye View’

The book begins with
stories of how the club was
formed and then introduces
the reader to some of the

photographs of the course.

Availability is limited.

Klinger Lake Country Club
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Klinger Lake Association, Inc.
The Klinger Lake Association

2020-21 Officers:

is managed by a volunteer
Board of Directors consisting
of 12 members of the
association. Board members
are elected for overlapping 3

Photo by Nina Wolfe

year terms. Officers are
selected by the board.

Mike Needham, President
Julie Stutesman, Vice-President

Board members:
Chris Bowers
Debbie Doe
Allison Kirsch

Kirby Baker, Treasurer
Ashley Vercler, Secretary

Katie Kitchen
Barb Pancoast
Edgar Reihl
Andy Rieth
Sharon Snyder

Beach Representatives
Beach Representatives

A listing of Beach

provide a number of

Representatives can be

valuable services for the

found in the directory

KLA. They distribute
materials directly to
residents, they welcome
new homeowners and assist
in growing membership in
the KLA. Board member
Sharon Snyder coordinates
the activities of the Beach

Photo by Elizabeth Gibbons

Reps.

Directory of Residents and Services
One of the most valuable

Klinger Lake is blessed with

things the KLA does each

great scenery, and we have

year is produce a Directory

talented photographers to

of Residents and Services.

capture the images. For the

The costs associated with

2021 Directory photo

printing the directory are

contest, 112 pictures were

covered by our advertisers.

submitted by 29

So, when you are looking for

photographers. 13 shots

a place to eat, a store to

made it to the semi-finals.

buy something for your lake
house, or someone to do

The cover photo was taken

work for you, PLEASE start

by David McBride while

by checking the list of

photos from Polly Green and

advertisers. And, let them

Katie Rak are featured inside

know you saw their ad in

the directory. Thanks to

the Klinger Lake Directory!

everyone who took part.

Klinger Lake Yacht Club
Interested in sailing? The

If you have an interest in

Klinger Lake Yacht Club

learning more please visit the

welcomes you to join the

website at KLYC.org

club, races and training
sessions. Klinger Lake has a

There are also KLYC T-shirts,

long history of sailing and

hats and burgees available for

fun competition on many

purchase at our website.

weekends. All skill levels
and boat classes are invited
to participate. Membership
is not required to race.

Please direct any questions to
klingerlakeyachtclub@gmail.com

Photo by Cindy Trout

and someone will be happy to
get back and assist.

Yacht Club picnics will make
a return this year so be on
the lookout for details.

Klinger Lake Real Estate
Spring is in the air, and we

quickly snatched up by

$365 since the start of 2021.

hope that everyone has

buyers. The market now is

The properties that have

remained well over the

a sellers’ market as we head

sold thus far in 2021 have

winter season. Summer

into 2021, the average days

sold for 100% of list price

2021 is just weeks away and

on market are on are four

and 1% over full asking

the hustle and bustle of

since the first of the year.

price.

returning to our slice of

There are currently two

The board wishes you all an

heaven will be here before

homes available for sale

incredibly happy and healthy

we know it! We welcome all

compared to the 8 homes on

2021 filled wonderful fun

the new homeowners to the

the market at this same time

filled memories at Klinger

lake and hope that you

last year. The two homes

Lake.

enjoy your first season on

on the market are listed at

the lake and make many

$650,000 and $749,000. The

special memories in the

three homes that have sold

years to come.

since the beginning of the

neighbors and friends

year range in price from
Inventory on the lake

$354,500 to $750,000.

remains exceptionally low
since last fall and heading

There are also two homes

into spring season.

sales pending now. The

Properties that have popped

sales price per square foot

up on the market have been

have ranged from $169 to
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A Caring Community
Preface: As mentioned in
‘From the President’, in
2020, residents of Klinger
Lake contacted White Pigeon
Township with far more
ordinance violation
complaints than any
previous year. The purpose
of this article is to suggest a
more efficient and
community-promoting
method of dealing with
conflicts.
Lake living presents both
challenges and

If there is a chemical spill or

But what if your concerns

other environmental

are still ignored? Many

impact problem: the

don’t want to be

proper authority is

confrontational or risk a bad

Michigan EGLE (formerly

reaction. Often, residents

DEQ).

don’t want their neighbors
to know they are being

If the ‘violation’ is an

affected negatively for fear

annoyance (examples):

of bad feelings.

a)

b)

Because of this, consider the
impact of what you’re doing
on your neighbor – it is just
the right thing to do. Before
‘cranking up the volume’ on
c)

First, decide if the issue
involves safety,
environmental harm, or is
simply an annoyance.

website and we’ll direct you.

with you, courteously face

extended periods

the issue with your neighbor

of time

first. If further action is

Loud music early

First, ask yourself ‘Am I truly
being harmed by this
action?’ If you feel you are,
the next step is to
courteously approach the
offending party and ask
them to stop the activity.
This is the most efficient
way to deal with issues. If
it isn’t worth approaching
the best reaction is to walk

excess of no-wake speed

away.

Patrol (Sheriff).

klingerlakeassocation.org

those who share the lake

the ‘offending party’ maybe

St Joseph County Marine

an inquiry to the

their dock for

boats being operated in

the correct authority is the

you, or you can always post

If you have concerns with

If it is a safety issue: (i.e.

within 100 feet of a dock)

Manages What’ can guide

their boat(s) on

late at night

morning.

involved. Our ‘Who

or relative to keep

in the morning or

be working early tomorrow

you do?

You suspect that

allowing a friend

enjoying the waterfront.

think) is wrong? What do

agency needs to be

neighbor is

are outside more often

something you know (or

decide what governing

boats on the lake

believe that your

around a lake and people

But what happens if you see

further action, you’ll need to

with very few

taking place: You

density is often higher

person right next door might

If the situation warrants

traveling clockwise

‘funneling’ is

opportunities. Housing

that music, consider that the

You see a boat

truly warranted, contact the
appropriate agency as noted
above.
Having said all this, here’s
the bottom line: We’re all
blessed to have a beautiful
place to live. Let’s do all we
can to respectfully share it
with those around us.

MAKING HISTORY ON A PONTOON BOAT – By Dick Magee – Used with Permission – Originally Published in ‘Shoreline’
Friday, June 4, 1971 started off like any other day. But it didn’t end that way – not by a long shot. Oh, some might remember that the Oakland A’s beat
the Washington Senators 5 to 3 in twenty-one innings! Hard to say how many fans had collapsed in the stands before the final out. The game made
headlines – but not history. A few games had droned on longer.
The real story that did make history, that broke all records, happened right here in our own backyard. A couple of working guys in a pontoon boat
became celebrities over night while floating around on Klinger Lake
They claimed to be fisherman. But to me they seemed to be contrarians. While most fisherman probe the depths during the day, our lads ply the waters
in the dark of night. They spurn the use of worms, minnows or sure-fire catch-em plugs and poppers. They have no need for rods and real, hooks and
bobbers and all the other necessities of the trade. They do thing different. They “fish” with a single, but deadly five-prong, twelve-foot-long spear. That’s
all they need. They hark back to ancient times.
Close to midnight on the fourth they were slowly making their way along the shallows near the public launch site. Everett Gray, the captain, spearman
and owner of the boat stands up front. Young Don Grant his son-in-law perches on a seat in the back. He sees to the motor and the steering. The boat is
a no-nonsense craft. A plywood floor rests on two pontoons. A somewhat fragile aluminum rail circles the deck. It corrals a clutter of ropes, tackle boxes,
tool chests, gas cans, anchors, and landing nets. A set of lawn chairs with their cris-cross of green and white plastic webbing adds a dash of color. Bright
lanterns fastened to the stubby bow light up the water below.
They glide along, with barely a ripple in tune with the soft sputter of the outboard motor. Insects flit about in the glare of the lantern light. A chirping and
chatter of night creatures keep pace with the boat – mysterious splashes disturb the waters out in the darkness. Everett bent over with spear in hand,
peers into the water. His back is beginning to ache, his legs on the verge of a cramp. Don keeping the boat in about four feet of water, slouches on the
steering column, chin in hand, eyes near closed. He yawns, rubs his eyes, ready to call it a night. The expedition is beginning to mimic the never-ending
ball game. The enthusiasm at the start has evaporated into the boredom of the moment.
And then it happens – like a clap of thunder. Everett let out a bellow that almost knocks Don off his perch. He plunges the spear down into the water
with all his weight behind the thrust. He is Captain Ahab who had found his great white whale Moby Dick. The boat rocks and jerks to a stop - and the
battle is on. In the sandy swirl and turmoil of water Everett sees the outline a something huge – a thing so great that he can’t budge it one way or the
other. All he can do is to hang on to the spear as it whips back and forth. The fish is too big, too heavy, to simply heft into the boat. It becomes a
Mexican standoff in pure Michigan waters. Neither can disengage from the other. The boat begins to drift causing Eve to reach out further from the boat
struggling to keep the fish pinned to the spear and himself planted on the boat.
He yells, “Don come help – quick, quick – I can’t move ‘em’ – he’s gonna pull me in.” Donny bangs into a chair and trips over a tackle box as he rushes to
the front. But all he can do is hang on to Everett’s belt, who cries, “Ya gotta jump in and grab it – now, now!” Don can’t push by Everett who is
desperately hanging on to spear. A kicked lantern snuffs out, making the fish harder to see. But without missing a beat, he half jumps half falls over over
the rail and slams into the water.
He reaches down trying to grab the fish. But it’s too big. He can’t get his hands around any part of it. “Hurry up, hurry up” shouts Everett. Don gulps a
swallow of air and dives under water. He wrestles with the fish, comes up for air, dives back down and finally gets the fish in a bear hug. He struggles to
his feet in chest-deep water, panting, coughing but grimly holding on to a huge carp. He can’t flip it on to the deck. It’s too heavy and the deck is too
high above. Everett reaches over, grabs hold of the gills and pulls while Don pushes. They slide the thrashing fish over the edge of the deck. Everett pulls
it to the middle of the boat then slips and sprawls next to the fish. An exhausted Don hauls himself aboard and collapses on the deck – and everybody
takes a time-out.
Finally, Everett shines a flashlight on the fish and sees it’s more like a prehistoric monster than a fish. Don sloshes his way back to the motor and steers
for home. His shirt, shoes, sox, pants dripping all the way. Back at the pier, Everett leaves a shivering son-in-law to tie up the boat while he dashes up to
the house calling for his wife to wake up and come look. She does, agrees it’s a “big one all right” - and asks - “What are ya gonna do with it?” - then
heads back to bed.
That’s a good question. The boys don’t know. They pull it along the pier, drag it up to the house, weigh it, measure it, and hang it on a post. Next
morning, they take pictures and then bury it behind the Gray Brothers building in White Pigeon. The service is brief. They leave no headstone.
While they think the fish could be a record catch, they don’t do anything about it until Everett reads a story in the September issue of Michigan Out-0fDoor’s magazine that shows a picture of a record carp weighing 38 pounds, four ounces. Pish-posh. Everett’s carp posted a certified weight of 61 pounds
- and measured 43 inches from stubby snout to slippery tail. The Michigan DNR gets involved and declares it to be the largest carp ever taken from
Michigan waters. Earlier, Field and Stream Magazine had listed a world record catch at 55 pounds, five ounces. But this was a hook and line catch. It
didn’t comment on spear fishing results. Not only was the Klinger catch a whopper, but it was also an old timer. Michigan’s Institute for Fisheries
Research states that after analyzing scales found in the boat, it judged the fish to be about 25 years old – the oldest carp on record taken from the wild
in the United States!
For fishermen, Klinger should have become a “Destination Lake” – with Everett as its champion. He was in the record book. He received applause at a
special dinner, a Master Angler Award certificate, and had his picture in the paper. He made history with his catch. But hang on. It’s the word “catch” that
gives me pause. Though he speared it, did he “catch” it – or was it Don who did the “catching” during his brawl in the water with the beast? I could be
persuaded that such is so – and that Don, in his quiet way, had become but another of history’s unsung heroes – that is, until now.
Events of 50 years past are hard to resurrect today. Time causes memories to blur. That was the case as Don and I chatted about that historical fishing
expedition. But we’re satisfied that the facts bolstered by our suppositions and the DNR files can still help us to tell the story true.
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Highlighted Boating Safety Regulations
(More information is in the back of the Directory. Details are available online at michigan.gov/dnr or by
contacting the St Joseph County Sheriff at 269-467-9045)
Information and recommendations on ‘swim rafts’ (These also apply to ‘water trampolines’ and other
similar floating items):
 Swim rafts must be anchored on the bottomlands of the property owner and should not be placed in
a way to impede navigability
 Swim raft owners are liable for damages for any collisions involving their raft, if found to be
negligent in the placement or maintenance of their raft
Because of potential liability issues, swim raft owners are encouraged to notify their insurance agent about
their use of a swim raft. In addition, the KLA highly recommends:



The labeling of rafts with the owner’s name and lake address – this is particularly important should
the raft slip its moorings
The addition of reflectors to improve nighttime visibility

A few words regarding safe boating distances:
Except when operating at ‘no wake speed’ a boater (or a person being towed/skiing) must remain at least
100 feet from:



o The shoreline
o Any moored or anchored vessel
o A sailboat
o A dock or raft
o A swimmer in the water
Additionally, a PWC operator must remain at least 150 feet behind any vessel other than another
PWC

Most frequently observed violations on Klinger Lake:










Boats being operated in excess of ‘no wake speed’ with passengers riding on the gunwale or swim
platform, or in the case of pontoon boats, being operated with passengers outside the rails,
particularly on the front of the boat
Not maintaining sufficient distance when operating a vessel above ‘no wake speed’
Passengers under the age of 6 years not wearing a Type I or Type II PFD while underway
Failure to observe the ‘counter clockwise’ traffic rules
The chasing, harassment, or disturbing of wildlife with a vessel
Power loading/unloading trailer at the boat ramp
Not observing “No Parking” beyond designated parking spots at boat ramp
Failure to “Drain, Clean and Dry” prior to trailering watercraft, per the 2020 state law

Listing of 'Who Manages What?' - Prepared by the Klinger Lake Association - www.klingerlakeassociation.org
Michigan EGLE
(Environment, Great
Lakes & Energy) formerly DEQ

Michigan DNR
St Joseph County
(Department of Natural
Government
Resources)

St Joseph County
Sheriff's Marine Patrol

Klinger Lake Association
White Pigeon Township (Volunteer
Organization)

michigan.gov/egle

michigan.gov/dnr

stjosephcountymi.org

stjosephcountymi.org/sheriff

whitepigeontwp.com

klingerlakeassociation.org

Weed control permits

Operation of public
launch sites

County Drain
Commissioner responsible Enforcement of boating
for dam
safety laws

Building permits
Burn permits

Manages contract for
invasive weed controls

Seawall regulations and
permits

Issues Recreation
Passports

Maintains tax maps / plat
books web site
Watercraft inspections

Ambulance services

Manages annual fireworks
display

Wetlands regulations

Fishing licenses / law
enforcement

Road Commission permits Boating Safety Classes &
docks on county roads
Certificates

Dump passes

Day-to-day operation of
lake level control dam

Agriculture Operations
Monitoring (i.e. CAFOs)

(with Branch & Hillsdale
Counties) Community
Zoning regulations
Fishing tournaments, fish Health/ Environmental
On-lake patrols on regular Waterfront ordinances
stocking
Health - well water testing and scheduled basis
Anti-funneling rules

Monitors lake water
quality

MiWaters web site for
tracking permits

Expertise on fish and
water-based vegetation

Directory of residents

Sheriff's Office: property
crimes, traffic laws

Contacts: Environmental Contacts: Conservation Contacts: Drain
Quality Specialist; Permits Officer; Fisheries Biologist Commissioner; County
Section Manager
Clerk; Sheriff

Last revised 18May21

Fire Department
Contacts: Sheriff's Deputy Contacts: Township
Supervisor; Deputy
Supervisor

Contacts: Beach
Representatives; KLA
Board & Officers

